Race quickens for the first human clone  by Gross, Michael
The dazzling creation of Dolly,
the cloned sheep, led many
states to legislate against the
possibility of using similar
technology to create human
clones. But for some, this prize is
proving too tempting to ignore.
Michael Gross reports.
The resurrection of Jesus Christ, in
case you didn’t know, was a cloning
experiment performed by the
extraterrestrials watching over us, the
Elohim. That’s at least what they
told a former motor racing journalist
called Claude Vorilhon back in 1973,
who then transmuted into Rael, the
messiah of the Raelian religion, now
active world-wide. Inspired by this
two-thousand-year-old precedent,
the Raelians seem quite determined
to learn the trick as well. In 1997,
they founded a Bahama-based
company called Clonaid, which is
aiming at providing fertility
treatment by cloning to anybody who
can pay the estimated cost of
$200,000.
But unless the Elohim divulge a
little bit more of their know-how to
their friends down here, the Raelians
may lose the race for the first human
clone to another contender, the
Italian reproduction expert Severino
Antinori. His track record suggests
he may be able to realise his promise
of generating a cloned baby before
the end of this year, to be born in the
summer of 2002. He has built up a
lot of experience with in vitro
fertilization, including the successful
(though controversial) treatment of a
62-year-old woman. He also
pioneered the treatment of
implanting apparently infertile
human sperm precursors into rat
testicles, where they were allowed to
mature into fully functional sperms. 
In a press conference held in
January this year, and in media
interviews given since then, Antinori
proclaimed he and his international
collaborators including the American
colleague Panos Zavos and the
Austrian Karl Illmensee, would go
ahead with the planned cloning in an
undisclosed Mediterranean country
where such experiments are not
forbidden by law. They have already
selected ten infertile couples for the
treatment. In an interview with the
German news magazine Der Spiegel,
Antinori revealed that all of these
couples, and dozens of others with
whom the possibility was discussed,
opted for the cell nuclei of the man
to be used although the female will
provide a little bit of input via her
mitochondria and her hormones
during pregnancy.
After Dolly the sheep, dozens of
countries including Japan, Australia,
and most of the members of the
European Union, passed legislation
on human cloning in 1997–98,
imposing moratoria or outright bans.
Since then, however, critics have
fallen strangely silent. Only very few
scientists, such as the Australian IVF
expert Alan Trounson still object to
cloning, while reproduction
biologists have started imposing their
view that cloning will find its rightful
place as just another fertility
treatment. As Gregory Pence pointed
out in his book Who’s Afraid of Human
Cloning?, the post-Dolly
condemnation echoed the reactions
to the first IVF baby, Louise Brown,
in 1978. And look how the
boundaries have shifted on that
issue. In response to remaining
ethical concerns, Antinori claims
reproduction to be a fundamental
human right. Thus, to realise this
right for couples with no other
possibility, he defends cloning as
medical help for people in desperate
need. While he acknowledges that
understanding of the issues
governing success rates in
mammalian cloning is still limited,
he appears to be upbeat about his
chances of producing a healthy baby
next year. And should somebody
stop him, this would just improve the
Raelians’ chances of creating the first
clone.
Michael Gross is a science writer based at
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Dolly: The world’s first cloned sheep is the
work of research conducted by Dr Ian Wilmut
at the Roslin Institute in Edinburgh. She
raises hopes and fears about the technology
that may soon lead to some attempting its
use in humans.
